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I. 1 • 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
In [10] St0rmer proves, that if ~ is a faithful, normal 
state on a semifinite von Neumann algebra invariant w.r.t. a 
group of *-automorphisms of the algebra acting ergodically on 
the center, then there exists an invariant, faithful, normal, 
semifinite trace, and ~ is a Radon-Nikodym derived of this 
trace. Hence if the group acts ergodically on the algebra, ~ 
itself becomes a trace (and the algebra finite). The purpose of 
this paper is to examine the situation, where cp no longer is 
assumed to be a state but a semifinite weight. I refer to [1] 
and [7] for the general theory of weights (also contained in 
[12]) and to [2] and [12] for the theory of weights on von 
Neumann algebras and the connection between weights and Hilbert-
algebras. For the general theory of Hilbertalgebras I refer to 
[11] and [12], as well as to [5] for general von Neumann alge-
bra theory. 
Basically the result is negative. The paper closes with 
an example of a IIx)factor on a separable Hilbertspace and an 
ergodically acting group of *-automorphisms leaving a faithful, 
normal, semifinite weight invariant, but not the trace. 
Before this it is proved that if a normal weight, invariant 
w.r.t. an ergodic group on a semifinite factor satisfies a con-
dition, called L1-continuity, then it is the trace and is the 
unique invariant, normal semifinite weight. The question whether 
the uniqueness always holds (without the assumption of L1-contin-
uity) is laft open. 
I use the notation from [5] and [12]. For a Hilbertalgebra 
~ is always the modular operator, J the isometric (unitary) in-
volution, + the involution of the Hilbertalgebra etc. For a 
weight Q , 1~~ denotes the linear span of the definition order-
ideal 111.; . 17 ~ = [xI cp(x*x) < +co} , etc. I take normal weights 
in the sense of ([12]) (cp is normal if it is the pointwise supre-
um of the normal, linear, positive functionals it majorizes). 
I want to thank Erling St0rmer both for his hospitality at 
the University of Oslo, and for guiding my work. Apart from 
general, helpful suggestions he formulated and proved Theorem ITL3. 
Also I thank Alfons von Daele for helpful corrections and both him 
and Alan Hopenwasser for stimulating discussions as well as FrancoE 
Combes for fruitful conversations during his visit to the Univer-
sity of Oslo in December 71. 
II.1. 
II. AUTOMORPHISMS AND HILBERTALGEBRAS 
LEMMA II.1. Let ~be a Hilbert-algebra, the Hilbert space ~ 
its completion, and M = £ (0() the left von-Neumann algebra. 
Let u be a unitary operator on de 
' 
so that for all 
:; E ()(_: UTT( S)U -1 = n(us) (esp. u maps 0( onto 0{)' then 
i) u is a #-automorphism of ~ 
ii) u is an isometry of the Hilbert space fiJ # , 
iii) u maps ~~ onto ~' 
iv) U iS a b -anti-automorphism of (}[' and TT 1 (uT)) = 
un'(T))u- 1 for all 'll E ~' 
v) u is an isometry of the Hilbert space ~ b; 
vi) -1 U6U = 6 , -1 uJu = J • 
vii) If s EJe is left-(right-) bounded, then so is us , 
and 
un(s)u- 1 = n(us) (resp. 
un'(s)u-1 = n'(us)). 
PROOF: i) n(u(s1•s2)) = un(:;1 .:;2 )u -1 = un(s1)u -1 un(s2 )u -1 = 
ii) 
n(us 1 )n(us2 ) = n( (us1) • (us2)) for all s1 's2 E oc. 
so u( ~1 • :;2) = (us1).(us2 ) • 
Similarly usff = (uS)# for all :; E OL 
s EO( l!us!l~ 2 # 2 I! sl\ 2 + !1us#ll 2 For = !!us!! + II (us)' !1 = = 
" , 'IF 
'I s'12 J1 :;*~'2 = I! s!l~ ' I + I ·I • ' ;[ .[ ol 
Since 0( is dense in the Hilbert space !iJ 'if, u lot has 
a uniQue isometric extension to ~ # , but as this will 
be isometric in the norm from £, , this extension must 
coincide with u itself. 
II.2. 
Vii) Let '11 E £ be right bounded. 
For all s E ~ n(s)un = uu-1n(s)un = un(u- 1s)n = 
un'(n)u- 1s, so that un is right bounded and 
n'(un) = un'(n)u- 1 • 
Let s E £ be left bounded. 
For all '11 E Oi.' : 
( ~) -1 un s u n , as '11 
proved. 
n'(n)us = uu- 1n'(n)us = un'(u- 1 )s = 
is right bounded, so that vii) is 
vi) Let s E C1, then we have from i): 
J6ts = s* = u- 1(us)* = u-1J6tus = 
(u- 1 Ju)(u- 1 6~u)s • 
As Of..:Lsdensein the Hilbert space jj)#, J6~ =the closure 
( -1 )(-11>-) Gl.# of u Ju u 6Nu lot . As u is isometric in OU 
( -1 )( -1 j.._ ) the norm defined by u Ju u 62 u is the same as 
II II#, so that J/J = (u- 1 Ju)(u- 1 6-~u) 
From the uniqueness of the Polar decomposition this gives 
-1 j,_ -1 1~ -1 J = u Ju and 62 = u 6~u , so 6 = u 6u • 
Especially it follows, that for all functions measurable 
w .r. t. the spectral measures of 6 uf( 6)u -1 = f(6) 
' ' 
so 
1. 1. ~b ~b U6-2 = 6--2u in particular. So u maps into 
(so onto), from vii) and the fact 9 that 
'11 E Qt' <==> n right bounded and '11 E ~b then 
iii) follows; from vii) iv) follows as in the proof of 
i), and similarly v) as ii). 
q.e.d. 
NB! The lemma and the proof are basically the same as LEMMA 2 
in [10]. 
II.3. 
Let now M be a von Neumann algebra~ c9 a faithful, normal, 
+ semi-finite weight on M • n~ denotes the cyclic representation 
associated with ~ , since ~ is faithful it is an isometry of 
M on rr~(M) • From [2] and [12] I have the following: 
~~ = 1n~ with the prehilbert structure of ~ is a Hilbert 
algebra, so that 
0{"=11 h* cp cp n cp and ci ( Ofq;) = rr~J(M) ~ where £ ( ot~) is 
the left von Neumann algebra of ~~ • cff~ is the completion of 
0(~0 • Let ~ be the canonical weight on .fv (0() ([2], [12]), 
from [2] or [12] it is then easy to see, that 1lr 0 TI = cp. 
cp 
Assume G is a group of '~-automorphisms of M , and that 
<:p is invariant w.r.t. G • As in ([2] and [4])we use the obvi-
ous generalization of the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction, 
namely representing G on df. in the 
cp following way; ~ is the 
[n<:p ogon~ 1 I g E G J • Each group of 
etg E ~ is 
*-automorphisms of 4 ( O(<:p) ~ 
implemented by the unitary operator 
ugs = g(s) 
' 
where r; E 0(~ = 'Jn~ 
and -1 Ctg = rr oaon cp 0 cp 
Since for x E rr (?h ) = rr(1n ) = rr(Q1) , x = rr(C) cp cp cp cp 
ugxu;1s = ugrr(C)g- 1(s) = g(C)•s = rr(g(C))s = o:g(rrcp(C))s = 
as n = rr on ?n = or ' so that cp Q cp 
ug xu; 1 = a.g(x) , x E rr( Q(~) , 
since 
rr( Of~) is strongly dense in X ( O{cp) it follows, that 
ug implements o:g • 
From the above calculation it also follows that 
So the following proposition 
is merely a summation of known facts: 
II.4. 
PROPOSITION II.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, ~ a faith-
ful, normal, semifinite weight on M+ , invariant w.r.t. a group 
G of *-automorphisms of M • Then G has a faithful unitary 
representation on df~ the completion of the Hilbert-algebra 
~~ , g E G ~ ug , so that 
where 
and 1jr 
ugn(s)u~ 1 = n(ugs) for all g E G and s E C1~ • 
Furthermore ncp(M) = £ ( O(cp) and 
ncp is the representation of M on Jt~ 
is the canonical weight on ;/, ( ~) 
cp = won ' cp 
induced by cp ' 
I!I.1, 
III. INVARIANT WEIGHTS AND TRACES 
DEFINITION III.1. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, 
T a faithful, normal, semifinite trace. Let ~ be a normal 
weight on M+ • We say ~ is L1-continuous if for any sequence 
of elements ~ belonging to the unitball Mt , !1An11 1 ... 0 im-
plies cp(An) _. 0 • (St0rmer) 
LEMMA III.2. 
1rJ+ :J 1n_+ 
In the above situation cp is semifinite; in fact 
~ T • 
PROOF: Let A E Mt be in 'fn.+ r then A n 1 = -A n is a sequence 
with I!~All1 _. 0 
' 
so ~(An) _. 0 so cp(A) < +co ' i.e. A E rn;. 
q.e.d. 
REMARK: 1) In ([3], REMARQUES 4.11 (c)) Combes gives an example 
showing that there exist normal, semifinite weights, not strictly 
semifinite. The weights mentioned are all L1-continuous, as 
they are derivatives of the trace on (]?; (df.) • So L 1-continui ty 
does not imply strictly semifiniteness. The other implication is 
not true either, which the example in the next section will show. 
2) As the trace on ~(d{) 
Oj(d{) is L1-continuous. 
majorizes the norm, every state on 
So L1-continuity does not imply nor-
mality. 
THEOREM III.3. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra with 
center <:g , G a group of +:--automorphisms of M , leaving C(Z 
elementwise fixed. 
trace on M+ , and 
Let T be a faithful, normal, semifinite 
a faithful, L1-continuous and G-invari-
III.2, 
ant weight on M+ • Let ~ be a centervalued trace on M+ 
faithful, normal and semifinite. Then ~ is G-invariant. 
PROOF: As in ([5], Chap.III.§4) we identify ~ with 
where Z is locally compact Hausdorff and v a positive measure 
ca-r on z. Let ~ be the positive measurable functions on Z (fi-
nite or not). 
For all g E G ~ag is again a faithful, normal and semi-
finite centervalued trace on M+ , so that by ([5], Chap.III.§4, 
t?I'V + Th~or~me 2) there ex..; sts a tm;que Q E 0 < Q (,.) < + oo 
..... ..... g ' g ~ 
l.a.e. on Z , so that 
~(g(A)) = Qg • '1'(A) , for all A E r,~ • 
By the uniqueness we get Q .Qh = Q h l.a.e. g g• 
Assume that '1' is not invariant, so that for some g E G , 
Qg I 1 • Then there exists a o > 0 a measurable set Y (not 
of measure 0) and possibly a new g so that Qg( C) < 1 - o for 
C E Y. Let F be the projection corresponding to 
We can choose a non-zero 
that 0 I 'T"(E) < +~. 
For all E: > 0 we can find 
0 < Q~(G)F(C) < e • 
that is Qn • F < e • F • g 
projection E E M 
' 
n E [\T , so that 
s E Z , 
1 y ' F E ~. 
E < F so 
-
By ([5], Chap.III.§4, Proposition 4) there exists a normal trace 
""'+ ¢ on ~ , so that r = w o '1' • 
r(gn(E)) = $('1'(gn(E))) = ¢(Q~'1'(E)) = ¢(Q~F'1'(E)) ~ 
<tV(E:F'1'(E)) = ~(e'J.'(E)) = e r(E). 
III.3. 
so r(gn(E)) ~ 0 ; that implies that ~(gn(E)) =~(E) ~ 0 • As 
cp is faithful this implies E = 0 , a contradiction. 
(St0rmer) q.e.d. 
Note that the proof is very similar to the proof of LEMMA 2j. in 
([9]). 
COROLLARY III. 4. In the situation in THEOREMIII.3. every normal, 
faithful, semifinite trace on M+ is G-invariant • 
REMARKS: 1 ) If ~ is majorized by a trace . t . L 1 t· 1 1s -con 1nuous. 
2) If ~ is a normal state then ~ . L 1 t· lS -con lnUOUSo 
See ([8], LEMMA 2.1). 
Note in the following theorem that when G acts ergodically, 
then cp invariant implies that ~ is faithful. 
THEOREJYI III. 5. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, 
G an ergodically acting group of *-automorphisms of M • Let 
r be a normal, semifinite, G-invariant trace on M+ • Let ~ 
be a normal, semifinite G-invariant weight on M+ • Then ~ is 
a trace. 
PROOF: Consider the standardrepresentation on cKCf! • Let as in 
([12],§13) 1L be the set of all leftbounded elements, s 
' 
in dfcp 
such that TT ( S) E nT 
' 
the definition ideal of 'T • From ([12]' 
§13, 13.33) we have the Polar decomposition of the closure TT of 
TTI?l TT = J\oK' 
' 
K' positive selfadjoint on Jeep ' and A a 
unitary operator from onto dfr , the Hilbert space corre-
sponding to T • As r is invariant, the operator Vg defined 
III.4. 
on n'l" by V g(x) = ug x u~ 1 (by PROPOSITION II .. 2 we identify 
M and dC(~0 )) extends to a unitary operator on Je'l" , for all 
G -1 LP g E • For all g E G V go A oug is then unitary from cn..c.p 
onto JeT . Further ugK'u~ 1 is positive selfadjoint on df~ 
and for s E ?1 , g E G 
that maps 
ant). 
(VgoAou~ 1 ) o (ugK 1 u~ 1 ) s , where we 
11 onto 'h (LEMl\fA II. 1 and since 
have used 
'!" is invari-
Since ug maps 'fl onto 1L and is unitary, it is easy to see, 
that -1 u K'u g g 
sure of K'j'n) 
and K' have the same domain (as K' 
-1 
and that ugK'ug is the closure of 
is the clo-
-1 
ugK'ug In. 
So we get: 
( -1) ( ' -1) TT = v 0 A 0 U 0 u K I u g g g g 
But from the uniqueness of the Polar decomposition it then follows 
that 
-1 
u K'u = K1 • g g 
As the ug 1 s act ergodic ally on £ ( ~) 1 as well, K' = 1 • 
From ([12], §13, 13.35 and 13.40) it follows that 6 = 1 , so 
that ~ is a trace. 
q.e.d. 
Combining THEOREM III.3. and III.5. we get: 
THEOREM III.6. Let M be a semifinite factor. Let G be an 
ergodically acting group of ,\c-automorphisms of M • Suppose cp 
is a normal L1-continuous G-invariant weight on M+ Then cp 
is the trace and furthermore cp is the unique normal, semifinite 
G-invariant weight on M+ • 
IV. 1. 
IV. AN EXAMPLE 
THEOREM IV.1. There exists a II00- factor, 03 , on a separable 
Hilbert space, a faithful, normal, strictly semifinite weight 9 ~ 
on + , an ergodic acting group of -:~-automorphisms of !J3 leav-
ing ,1, invariant, but which does not leave the trace on 1.1 in-
variant. 
PROOF: Throughout the proof we will use the notation from (5), 
CHAPITRE I, §9. The factor OS is chosen to be the factor of 
type IIQ; constructed in Th~or~me 1 ((5) 9 I, §g). As the group 
G used in the construction, we specify G = ~ , the rational 
numbers. 
The trace on rB+ 
has a matrix of the form 
is defined by + For A E {fi , A 
R t = T t U t , with Ts-t E 0( (here = Lc;bR,v) s, s- s- IIJ 
with v the Lebesgue-measure). 
s,t E ~ • 
T0 corresponds to a ~~function on JR , f 0 , and 
(This is we 11-defined, since f ,;:: 0 • ) 
Let now a be a positive 9 non zero rational number I 1 • 
Define by 
for ( E JR • 
Then the following is immediate: 
oa is unitary, and for s E ~ 
o~1 1lsoa = 'Us and -1 0 oa = 
-1 
a: a 
IV.2. 
and, for g E L:c (J) Tg being the corresponding operator in oc, 
-1 T where ga(C) = g(a- 1C) Oa TgOa = • ga 
,...., ,..., 
Now we define oa on ae by the matrix: 
{ Qa s = at Rs t = 
' 
0 else. 
-
oet deat It is clear, that oa is unitary and maps on for 
,...., 
rJB t E~ . (Note, that oa obviously is not in ) 
Claim 1: Oa implements a *-automorphism of 0B. 
Since (j is the weak clusure of (}JO it is enough to show, that 
for s D:Jo "'-1 ,...., is again in oao E oa S na . 
' 
. 
,..., 
Let s = Cf: ( Tg) '/ly 
' 
g E Leo v 
' 
y E (Q . 
The matrix of S is then: 
s- t = y 
else. 
,.., 1 !Jn ,.., 
The matrix of 0~ ~(Tg) uyna is defined by: 
The matrix element with indices s~t = J;o~1 ~(Tg) UyoaJt = 
J;o~1 JasJ:s~(Tg)ieyJatJ;tnaJt = 0~1 J;s~(Tg)ifyJat0a = 
a(s-t) = y 1 
J = 
-1 1-Ry if { oa Tg oa 
0 else 
-1 -1 
Uyna ( Oa TgOaOa 
.J 
if a( s-t) = 
l 0 else 
{ Tg ~ a(s-t) = y I a a J = 0 else 
J T 71_ s-t = z ga z (where z = "i.) • l 0 else a 
IV.3. 
But this is the matrix of 
""' 
= i(Tga) ~ 
a 
as 0@0 consists of sums of operators of this type, ~0 is 
left invariant, so that the claim follows. 
Claim 2: is not invariant under this automorphism of {R; 
Let S be as in proof of claim 1~ with y = 0 • R o,o 
co ""-1 ,.., 
with some g E Lev. Oa SOa = ~(Tg), that is the (0,0) matrix-
a 
element is 
Q(S) = ~g(C)dv(~) and 
cp ( o; 1 s 0 a) = .kg ( a-1 ' ) d v ( ' ) = a .kg ( ' ) d v ( ' ) • 
As a I 1 j claim 2 follows by chosing a 'X) g E Lev , integrable 
w.r.t. Lebesgue-measure and not a zero-function. 
Now we define the weight on 
~+ ' As on page IV.~, for A Eva define 
$(A) = ~f(C)·TZT dv(C) 9 where f E L~ 
is derived as on page IV •• 
Consider the intervals [n,n+1[, where n E Z and n > 1 or 
1 1 1 1 
_:: -2 , and [n+ 1 , n[ [-n, - n+l"[ , n E N ; they form a partition 
of J - co 9 0 [ U J 0 , co [ • Calling them In (giving them some 
ordering) consider the pos. lin. normal functional on Uj defined 
by wn(A) = JI f(C)·Tir dv(C) . 
n 
Consider the projection ~(TXI ) E ~ , where XI is the charac-
n n 
IV.4. 
teristic function for In Since 1 - iJ1 ( T ) = iJ1 ( 1 -T ) = 
xi xi 
n n 
ili(T 1_XI ) , and 
n 
wn(ip(T1_XI )) = o 9 Supp~n ~ ip(TXI ) ; so the 
n n 
~ IS 
n 
have orthogonal support, and ~ $ = ¢ , so by ([3] Prop.4.2 
n n 
and 4.5) ¢ is strictly semifinite. Also it follows, that w 
is normal. 
+ ¢ is faithful, since if for some S E 05 ¢(S) = 0 , then 
¢n(S) = 0 , so that, as ~n(A) = ~(A·~(Tg)) where g(C) = 
m • XIn (~), f·g = 0 , so that f is zero a. e. on In , and so 
on JR. From the proof of ([5], Prop.1, Chap.I 9 §9) the proof 
that this for a positive S implies S = 0 carries over. 
¢ is invariant with respect to the constructed *-automor-
phism of (!?; • + To prove this, let S E 05 • S has matrix: 
Rs , t = T s- t Us- t ' T s- t E 0( • 
function f . 
Then $(S) = ~f(C)Ti! dv(C) • 
correspond to the 00 L<C -
o:a-1 s oa has as its (0,0)-matrix element J.;~o--1 J J* s J J*o J = 
o a o o o o a o 
o~1 T0 0a 9 which from the beginning of the proof corresponds to 
the 1~-function fa • 
so ¢(0'~1 s oa) = 1/a<c)TZT dv(C) = ~f(a- 1 c)W dv(C) = 
~f(C)al\l • adv(C) = ~f(C)m dv(C) = ¢(S) . 
rv r-J 
Consider now a unitary operator 1t from <P(~) = ~. Its ma-
trix has the form 
{ Tu s = t Qs t = where T is a unitary from {)(_. 
' 0 else 
u 
Set s be in 06 
' 
with matrix Rs t • The (0,0)-element in the 
"' 
f'V 
' 
matrix of '7.7- 1 s 17 is then: J*iJ-1siJ'J = T- 1R T = R 
' 
e e u 090 u o,o 
IV.5. 
since R E 0( , which is abelian. 
o,o From this it follows, that 
r.J 
the *-automorphism of M , that 1/ implements leaves invari-
ant. 
Consider now the group of ·:~-automorphisms of M spanned by the 
,...., 
*-automorphisms implemented by Oa , a E ~+ and all the unitaries 
from ot. It is clear that this group leaves ~ mnvariant, but 
not ~ • So to prove the theorem it is enough to prove that it 
acts ergodicly on M • 
Assume that s E 03 is invariant under the group. Then s com-
t'V 
mutes with ()( so that by the proof of Th~or~me 1 and by 
,....., 
Lemme 2 in ([5], Chap.I,§9) s itself belongs to at. So if 
S has the matrix: Rs t , 
' 
{ Tf R -s,t - 0 
s = t 
O:Jhn ) with f E L~~,v • 
else 
But from P.IV.4. Q'-1 s 0 a a has as its (0,0)-element in its rna-
trix Tf . So for all a E ~+ , f = fa almost everywhere, so 
a 
f is constant a.e. and so S is a constant, so that the group 
acts ergodically. 
q.e,.d. 
i. 
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